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Formulae are deduced to enable the dimensions of a rec-
tmngular region which has a 9% probability that the target
lies inside the region, to be calculated. Fr the special
case in wtich N stations are eq~i-spaoed along an arc at a
constant distance 0, from the target and have the sme
variance, V, the Length and breadth of the search area are
proportional to sin 0 and 4V.

If # is the angle mabtended by the wing stations at the
target then the length of the search region is proportional
to

If d90, the length of the search region is not
decreased %hen the umber of stations is increased from 2 to 3;
P (N,) decreases as N increases for N greater than 3 P hr
mn values of 0

i' (if~ r x-

Bull values of # should thus be avoided if possible.

The width of the search region is proportional to

This ~unoti~n dqcreases as N increases fore <120; f
* 1200 G kN,#) decreases as N increases If N > 3 aMiG (2,,) a G (,,)•

The search region of least area and also the one Jt o
the smallest major axis for constant N occura when
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fhen bearings on a target an taken from a number of stations it is
not sufficient to plot the bearings and estimate the Best Point for the
target. It is ocam practice to calculate the dimensions of a reotan-
gular region whiho has a 90 probability that the target lies inside it,
in order to estimate the preoiaion of the fix. Various methods have
been produced for doing this (of References 1, 2 and ) and the method
described in Referenoes I and 2 has been programed for a nmber of
computers. The method is extremely tedious to ompute by hand and it is
not olear from the for ualae employed how the various parameters of the
fix, namely, the nmber of stations, the varianoe of the bearings, the
distance from the station and the angle subtended by the wing stations at
the target, affect the sise and shape of the region.

It is important, when the disposition of the stations and the require-
ments for new apparatus are being studied to consider the way in whioh
various factors affect the size and shape of the region, since this vitally
affects the performance of the system in practice. In this report formulae
are produced to enable the sise and shape of the search region for certain
theoretical arrangements to be quickly deduced and the way in which eaeh
parameter affects the dimensions of this region is discussed. A compari-
son of the results obtained using the formulae given in this report with
those obtained using the method described in References i and 2 is given
in the Appendix.

2. IVATIO OF THEO PUMDANNTAL PQIU

The fo r of the search area under ccnsideration is a band of width
W/2 on either side of the arc of the great circle passing through the
estimated position of the target and joining two points SA and 1 • The
ar S, 0a is called the major axis of the search area and the points
k and Be will be referred to as its end points. In order to specify
the search area completely it is necessary to find the angle which the
major axis makes with the northerly direction at the estimated position
of the target, the distances of 8, and SA from this point and the half-width

V W/2.

Let bearings be given from a mnmber of stations A .

Suppose that 6,(n) is the angle which the bearing from the station An
makes with the great circle ArS ; 6g(n) is called the angular error of
the station An at the point S. Suppose also that the station An has
variance Vn measured in (degrees s . The an

a n a (n7

is called the weighted s= of the angular errors at the point 5 and has a
value for every point S on the earth's surface. The estimated position
of the target is the point P at which the weighted aim of the angular errw
is a minimun, the major axis of the required region an the sphere is the
'major axis' of the contour on the sphere for which

ZaI p +4Pii

and the width of the region is determined as stated below. These defini-

tions are in accordance with those used in References 1, 2 and 3.
It is therefore necessary to find the function Es. When this is

known the form of the contour

Es  Zp +.4r8l180

can be ascertained and the direction of its 'major axis' found. The
points B. and Sa are points on this great circle for which

Z a M Ep+ J, *Xe/18

and thus the length of the search area can be computed. Similarly, the
width of the search area can be calculated by findin two points Sa and
on the great circle which i orthogonal to the major axis at the point P,
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and for which
Zp+ 00/lo alo holds.

In RS 1 let P be the estimated position of the target, N be the
North Pble tit is sneo that the target lies in the northern hunsphere)
and A be a typioal station contributing to the fix. Let the bearing
from A met the gnat cirole through P and N in 0 and let B be a point
suc that the peat circle SP makes an angle * with the great circle PY
and the angular distance SP z L . Let the great cirole through P 1640h
meets the peat circle AD at right angles met AC in D.

Let anmlar distanoe AP n 8

ASa

U U OP a

Let angle ADI a

angle CAP . 6

angle OAS . &

Using the sine forwla, in spheriosl triangle ADS we have

sn6 s ain AGS sin CS 1
s4 Oe

Using the sine and cosine fozmao in spherical triangle OW we obtain

0cs08 O aos M ooa L, sin a sin oos (108-0 ) (2)

sin amr . sin 3 (3)

using (2) (4)

Now sin ACS . sin (0-80)

a sin oo sip - 0c8 1 sin S P

TuIs using equations (3) and (4) we get

sin ACS sin 0S sin I, [sin A cos a oon - coo P s ts

+oo Lains inn (5)

Using the cosine foruula in spherical triangle APS we have
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co o 0 0 8 o o 0o o n L + gi n 0 s i n L 0 0 8 APB

caB, % (0so ooLs sin* 0 s L o0 Ant

- , i't-2 cot e in L oo, L I"A, + sat (oto -0 A;8)] (6)

From euatiom (), (5) and (6) we ind

.in L (sin 0o.a oa-ao .P sin 0) os L sin sin-]

SPe [i-2 oot 0 sin & oos L oos &,S + s.ziL (oo08-o0s" APB)]

oos5 L suiS gan + 2 sin t ao- & in 0 sin (-N J ooa o 1 t- 00.5 s.a t)
si-e C1-2 oo e .in L oo. ooooA*, sin" (C0eO - 00 a A

sinL (s,, ooJSO ooa1h + DO.I'* of - 2 ocw a Ain P -co B i oot 0

sine 6.-2 oot 0 sin & oca & as AS + sIL (oot'e - c.s AfS)) (7)

It I. is small, w may repluac si by 1. and cim 1. by (i.0) cu the right-
hand side and obtain

(4-) sIdB &.as + 2 L sin I aft.a (sin 0 on a oo # - go. Dain t)
si' ?O [1-2 L oot e oc, AP + t" (oots - ow? AhS)]

+ 0 (s 0"8s0_-0 8% + "sat _- 2 s a",ft A cS sint 00

,i3? [1-2 L oot e oos A + e (000e - oo? A)]

* ae

E [sin sina a (.sin. oos v oos- oo sin,
80L s iI 6izan oo4 0 oos A;8j

+ ,,I3 oo[ss oos + a *.. ooe - 2 oos+a a 0 Ios IS ,aft * oos

si- nssixa (oot!So- oos APS)

* 4 ot e o,, APB a0 sImin a (sin 0 6 aome Rai a t)

* ,ootseoos' JSai6Of4.8U~5l1 8



Using the sine formula in spherLoal trJ ale DCP we have

sain . a snm sl In 0 sina sinP

sin 9d°

&batituting this in equation (8) we get

a ne
,---L s sii. A. ca ooO .*-oosO n oo.s a in oso si .j

* *coa~nm~ *ooa * # *s,,'oosm p -2oosua.inpoosp ..intoost

- sin a (i + cot" - oo, hA)

* 4 sin d cot 0 oo A (sin 0 coo o c - 0oo P sin #)

*. 4,M' d aot- O oo" (0)

If the bearing n i, not a wild bearing (which must be excluded
from the fix ) 8, d an will be small. Expanding both sides of epation
(10) in powers of 6, d and of we obtain, to the second order of al
quantities,

e - + 21d. (a, p oo -008 o p sin)•sinO s in' e

+ L s in? Poo@! *.a *ooss A- ,2sin os sintoa&0~~n es

Sppose that N stations contribute to the fix under consideration and
that the parameters defined above with suffix n refer to the nth station
and that this station has variance V The weighted am of the angular
errors at S is given by n

,-..

du in n a

k__Laoo o n si*
v. 4. e V. ale L . si, e.

+o2s o a mi n1 00012(V )
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Using the sine rule in spherical triangle ASP we hae

sin6

which becomes, if we ignore terms of order higher than and 4?

an thus the weighted sum of the square of the angular errors at the

Best Point P i. given by

N ea
spa

Since P is the Best Point corresponding to the fix the weighted a
of the square of the angular errors is a miium there and thus the
coefficients of the first power of L in equation (ii) mut vanish.

We have therefore

NN

-e2 sin cc ioo, _o

S ine by Sohwrz's inqulity

sain 00

unless tan On is constant for all the stati ons, that is, unless anl the
bearing are parallel when they cross the gireat circlo iN, the curves Z
onstant are in general ellipses for small values of L . If tan 03n a

is constant for all the sttion s, the curv'es Z a consan ar* parabX)Uols
Ieither case the bearing T o the search are in that o the major axde

of these ooniLcs and is gi.ven by

sin 2-,.a Or coo 2,.

I+ D '(12)

f7! ~ VE s[ix? en ]en i~asa i
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the four *: points of the oe of the search region wre nto at stieb
Tr du I hr ~ is ems of the ftcur angles given by eution 13), and

L * Lr Wr tr is Sive b7 the Oua iOm

if the varia e ae measured in (Asgreea

We thus hae

W Vy sin* 0. r V. :0a

Vn alen On

oro
(jj\ 2 IQ (eocs 2~ 1 jitL (14)

3 . ,,,n La, On 10 x

ooe~ 2#

I oc 2 I

I being measured in radians. The length of the search region L Is given
&+&4 V, 2! nd 12 w the values of r givenby equation (13) for

*hae the same sign an thus
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L2 ,.... ,5 ,

Similarly the width of the search region, W, is

T240012 autical 011244
, sec 2 T oom 2v $

3 I U Vnli CP PO 3 MR SinLIM AM UO OF SMOM

Ocsider the theoretical case in uhich all the atations e e.gaspaeA
alofg an arc at the sam angular distanc 0 from the target and have the
mm variance V. The practioal cum frequently approzimtes to this Wam
all the stations are using similar equipent am the target is a long wa
sa. Assume further that an the bearings pass tbrough the point P. Me

bearing of the search region T is given by the equation,

tan 2 - sin2 n [ L os213&

.[ mi,, . .Ole 0]
L L si 2 n L os 10

and the length and breadth of the scarab region in nautical miles are given
by the fosula.

210 f2

21.0 -f2 * sinS0

[; I.ec 2 T os n 2 I.

nzi

&Ippose that the stations A1L, All .. Aare arranged as In Pig. 2
so that

A
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an that the bearing from A, to P m an af1e j vi.1 Pf M

0 . . 1 8 & -  I ,a B e - ( , i - i )

or P - (.-i) y n. . 2..

,Ims Lai 2 On I Let ,[2 i - (-) y

af a[ 2 In -(N-i) y]SIa &in 000 y i'e

amd Loose2 P. oo2 In-2 (*i)y]

00o [2 -n - (N-0) y I &in NI ooseo y'

bhm if&in N y 0 the bearing of the earc region is given bY the
equation

ton 2 T . tea E2 q - (N-i) y]

and Inm2V I a o[2ii-(N-1)yll

fte length and breadth of the "earch area in nautical Ailes wre thus
given by the taimaa

AJO A2 4V &la

[N; Ie [- 2 - (a-i) Ir] m, [2 -q - (a-I) ]in Nl y omaec

24.0 12 WV &ina

[N; I aaN y oec y

It A& PA. A then y a /-i and the bearinp ofthe axes of the

searoh region are given by

aM*nd - #/2 + 900
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the bearing of the major axis being that value ot T for which ocs 2 a
-c (2*i4) sin ('A) ocsec (*-i) have 4he sas sign. The length
and badth of the search region in nautical mils are gLven by the
formula

240 ('2 V &in 6

; &in (N(AI-1)/sin (#-I)()

If sin Ny a 0 then y * owrA. In this oase the stations are sym-
trically placed with respect to P and the elliptical contours become
circles. The length and breadth of the search region my 'yi obtain d
directly from equation (UA) since

N 1

~sin n n

and tas

The length and breadth of the search region are equals as in
apparent from the synotry of the configuration, and

L = I a 240 -2 V sin 0/k nautical miles.

The fomuge derived In the previous sectionsa assume that powers of
L, higher than L , where : is the are legth of the axis udr consideration
measured in radians, my be neglected. Mus the longr the axis the
greater the error becomes. WSinc powers of 9, d and rib than the
second and products of these terms are also neglected, the calculated
values of the lengths of the azes of the search region are ote in error
if the fix oontains inaccurate bearings. Since in general, a fix
containing Inaccurate bearings will also have a large search area the
length of the axis m be used as a guide in al oases.

A number of calculations have been made comparing the results obtained
using formil (15) for stations arranged In the qmetrical way described
in section 3 with the results obtained using the analysis described in
References I and 2. I all cases the values obtained for the width o
the search region sreed exactly. When V a i (degrse)' no error in the
length of the search region exceeded 2% and when the anl subtnded at
the target by the wing Station as 1.00 or more no length differed from
that computed by the method described in Refeenoes I -,d 2 by ore than
i nautical mile. rhen V a 5 (degrees)p, the angle subtended at the target
by the wing stations . 200, the distance of the stations from the tarpt

lip and three stations contribute to the fix there is a discrepancy of
10%. The method used for oparison is not accurate for fixes of this
nature which increases the difficulty in assessing the situation. AU
the computed results are given in the Appendix.

If terms of higher power than &are ignored the resulting equation
gives values of L which are equal in ,odulus but differ in sign for the
two ends of the search region. It is Imown that in fact the estimated
position of the tUrget is nearer to the stations than the -id-poift of
the major axis of the search area. If the position of the end points of
the saxs of the search region are required, additional powers of & mast
be included in the expression for z " Let us aaste that
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2 .2 ,.S ,' ,. o,

ao p
am that

L.

is th first approimtion to the value of fo one m point at t1
ah reion, obtained by puttinug A and y eqmla to auro. Ompose also

that the true value of the weighted n of the agite of t amlw '

wresa obtained W uing eqaafon (7), Wdah Is *met, to compte & for
each station at the point an the axs of the sarc region for iblo . L
is 4 ivfst t value of this functon at the point oan the Oda of the
sasrch region for which L a -L is I& . To thua hame

nL - jo/o from SqPaW.@8 (1ii)

and *Z . o , . +-L, (17)

Ading (16) ad (17) we obtain

le . j (z. &') - zP - a/,e

and mbtraoting (17) from (16) we got

0 (I&- ze)

A better appouimtiomn to the positive value of L fr vMhoh 2a . a *

Is given b7



r L Zs, Z,- 6 - 11 -
S .7:. U.8 ,

7 I ZL a 1p- 6*/

by using Newton's formula. Sailarly a better approximatio to the negative
value of L for which

z*. zp. i.,'/

is given by
I [ 5 Z " 6 %7 8'/8cf"

Lm" " L E7 S+ Z .8 Zp. 16 *P/,d1

2he aoouraby of the new values of I. and L should be tested b7 s~itn
them in equation (18) an b bt * -I equal to ze so

e values of L. an &L may be Improved by further application of Newton's
formula using A. equation

Ll  - (- a* p&a% €* 4 w'/ia')

~ * (2 QLI+ 3 1 a. *4  yts

As a final check the value of Zs at the end points shoulA be omuted
using equation (7) • If these are not satisfactory more terms must be
taken in the series for Za and a procedure similar to that outlined above
adopted.

It will be aen frmthe Appendix that frma (15) is sufficiently
accurate to enable it to be used to study the my In ublo the various
paematertsa fix nm ly, the nmber of stations, the variance of the
stations, the distance from the target and the angle hiicb the wing
statioas subtend at the target affect the sise of the aearch area. k few
salient points ar given belowt-

5.1. he length and breadth of the search area are both proportional
to the sae of the anglar distance of the stations from the
target. ibr snl distances the dimension of the se&ah
area are protional to the distance from the target.

5.2. The length and breadth of the seazch area are both proportional
to the square root of the variance of the stations. if the
variance in not known precisely, as is usually the case ain9
it often depends on physical factors such as propagation condi-
tions which oannot be controlled, then the percentage error in
the dimensions of the search area due to this inexaona is
approximately half the peroentage error in the variance. In
practice it is not usually possible to obtain the dimensionsof the search area corret to more than two signifioant fig"ues;
this oorresponds to a 2i error in estimating the variance.
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.3. 2he length of the searoh area is proportional to

uhmre N is the uxmer of stations and 0 is the angle subtended
at the target by the wing stations. If # 4 900

Fr2# -[ s i ooi 0/

4
F' (3,0) . m in W~2/.i. 0/21 0/2ose

=hu if all the other parameters of the system remain the ame,
the lngth. of the search area. is not reducoed by increasing *

umber of stations fron 2 to 3. Xt in obvious from pbpysl
oonslMerations that this must be the ass" since, if the qsta
is agmetrioal about the middle bearing, the axis at the search
area must lie along it and the middle bearing therefore makes
no ontribution to the weighted tm of the angalar errors at
aw point along the major axis of the search area. icr values
of N greater than 3 the function P (N,#) decreases as N increases
provided that 0 remains constant. Tis; is shown in the table
of the dimensions of search areas for various fixes given In
the AppWz

5.4. 2he width of the search are& is proportional to

This function decreases as N Increases for values of~ < 12600
If 18WO a, # 1200, S (2,#) . G (,0)

5.5. For small values of 0

1 (N,O) 3N - I')!f toO(0

-

Thus F (N,O) increases as './# as # tends to sero. For this
reason 'a small value of # (which is eqiivalent to a nsrrow
be" line) should be avoided if posaible since it is not eaq
to mitigate its effects by varying the other parameters of the
system. It Is necesaryz to increase N from 2 to 22, or to



hale th isanc to tht taet iuton a o oe th ansm eothat

predicted from tarula, (15). It Is therefore of peat Impot-
ance to extend the base line as far as possible If 0 Is likely
to be sal if the beat possible results awe to be obtained.

5.6. M?~qI. sare a of least area. and also the am ith the smallest

# N i Mf/. ?his arrangemant giv e beet results fr
L ien oNunt Of equipment but the length ct the reultif base

line is usually greater than oan be tolerated In praetioe.
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3h the fofloulag tables lot

o * angula.r distance of the stations ftrm the tergt

* m egl.e subtemdA at the target by the wing stations

]I * ~armb of sta,.ms

T , valanoe ot the bearings

Lg lenth of search area as cal ulated by fcn,. (15)

La length Of search area as calculated by the mthoA
descrLbd :in Reren i and 2

W, ith of search area as o alulated by fom,la (15)

I. w f a alou lated by the mth



It

v N I

1 2 i5e a0 253 258
1 2 if he10 128 129 1.7 4.7

1 2 lip 60 88 88 51 51
1 2 .0°  200 W 19.55 86 06

1 2 30f 4e 8 21.9 90 90
1 2 300 60 170 170 9

1 2 ,* 80 132 132 111 111

1 3 i5 2 253 258 36 36
1 3 15, 1.o 128 129 37 37
1 0 0 88 88 35 39
1 3 15p 80f 68 68 1.2 42
1 3 10 100°  57 57 16 46
1 3 15 120°  51 51 51 51
1 15 1400 56 56 4.7 47
1 3 15 160°  60 60 1.5 1.5

1 3 15 1e 62 62 14
1 3 0 20 M19 495 70 70
1 3 30o  1.O 28 2.9 72 72
1 3 300 60°  170 170 76 76
1 3 3&0 80°  132 132 81 81
1 3 300 100°  111 111 89) 89)
1 3 0d 0OP Ii Iia
1 3 0o°  1 °  9 96 98
1 3 0 14e 108 108 90 90
1 3 30" 160" 117 117 86 86
10 180 120 180 85 85
1 3 450 20" 651 66
1 3.5o Oo 351 351 102 102
1 3 450 60o 240 210 107 107

1 4 80°  187 187 115 11
1 3 450 100°  157 157 126 126

1 3 100 139 139 139 139
1 3 45 1.0o 153 153 128 12
1 3 4e 160o  165 165 122 122

1 3 ."0 180°  170 170 120 120
13 600 20°  846 816 121 121
1 3 60°  '.e°  430 430 125 125
1 3 60°  60°  294 2 9. 131 131

1 3 60° 80° 229 229 141 141
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V N 0l LeW

Si

1 11 3e 180 51 S9 9
5 3 1? 20 566 621 81 81

, 3 1 40 287 294. 81 84
5 3 600 196 198 88 as

5 1 "  800 153 15. 94 91.
5 3 15°  100 128 129 103 103

? 1#*r 120°  113 113 113 113

5 300 2d°  1092 167 157 157
5 3 30P 4e 555 56 161 161
5 3O 60 380 382 170 170

5 3 30 80 295 296 182 182

5 3 300 1000 218 218 199 199
5 3 30 10 °  219 219 219 219

5 3.5o 20 1%5 1593 221 221
5 3 4?0 1.0 785 791 228 228

5 3 i. 6 °  537 538 240 9w
5 3 45P 800 1.17 1.18 257 257
5 3 1000 350 351 281 281
5 3 M50 i e 310 310 310 310
5 3 600 2 °  1892 1888 271 271

5 3 60P M,0 961 960 279 279
3 600 6o 657 657 29. 29,

5 3 60°  80 511 51 31 315
5 3 60 1000 429 29n 344 3

5 3 W0 12& 379 3/9 379 379
5 . I "  60 °  186 187 75 75s 1 °  60°  171.. 176 66 66

5 6 1#* 600 165 166 60 60
5 4 30°  6o 359 361 115 1.5

5 5 300 600 337 339 128 128
5 6 30P 600 18 319 117 117

5 4, 4? 600 507 508 205 2D5
5 5 4.o 60 77 1,78 182 182
5 6 4,? 600 4.50 451 165 165
5 4 60P 60 621 621 251 251

5 5 60°  60 58 58. 222 222
5 6 600 600 550 550 202. 202
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